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94-56 February 25, 1994 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: 
EIU DECEMBER GRADUATES NAMED 
CHARLESTON -- Degrees have now been officially awarded to 858 fall 
semester graduates at Eastern Illinois University. 
The students were certified by their respective deans as having completed 
all requirements leading to the awarding of degrees. 
A total of 230 Bachelor of Arts degrees were awarded; 156 Bachelor of 
Science; 141 Bachelor of Science in Business; 173 Bachelor of Science in Educa-
tion; 8 Bachelor of Music; 28 Board of Governors Bachelor of Arts; 28 Master of 
Arts; 11 Master of Business Administration; 35 Master of Science; 45 Master of 
Science in Education; and 3 Specialist in Education . 
-30-
EDITORS: Attached is a list of students who have been awarded degrees. The 
students are listed in alphabetical order under their permanent home city/state . 
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MURPHY CHARLES P 61410 MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
ALBION IL 
JAMES JOANIE LYNN 62806 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
ALEDO IL 
BELL JOANN LEE 61231 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
ALGONQUIN IL 
DARTEZ TANYA M 60102 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
ALLENDALE IL 
WOOD JEANNE V 62410 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
WOOD TRICIA ANNE 62410 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
ALTAMONT IL 
ALBRIGHT SANDRA DEE 62411 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
JACOBS BETH A 62411 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
PHILLIPS LINDA ROSE 62411 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
SHELTON MICHAEL E 62411 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
ALTON IL 
GIBBONS DUANE SCOTT 62002 MASTER OF ARTS 
ANTIOCH IL 
KAISER ROBERT W 60002 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
RENCH BRIAN RICHARD 60002 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
APO AE zz 
VIGIL PEDRO D 09132 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
ARLINGTON HTS IL 
HINTZE TODD RONALD 60004 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
MERILATT DINA E 60004 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
PALUCCI JACQUELYN s 60004 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
SMELTER DANIEL M 60005 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
SZORC ELIZABETH A 60004 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
WESTLEY ROBERT T 60004 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
WIEMERSLAGE PAUL K 60004 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
ARTHUR IL 
JOHNSON GLENNA SUE 61911 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
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KAISER AMY LYNN 61911 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
ASTORIA IL 
TRONE ERIC WAYNE 61501 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
AUBURN IL 
KELLY MARGARET MARY 62615 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
AURORA IL 
HARD PAUL DENNIS 60505 MASTER BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
RAMIREZ RALPH 60505 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
WOOD JAMES B JR 60506 BACHELOR OF MUSIC 
BARRINGTON IL 
ZALEWSKI CYNTHIA 60010 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
BARTONVILLE IL 
ISOM KARYN L 61607 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
MCDANIEL SHAWN W 61607 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
BATAVIA IL 
FREEDLUND KATIE ANN 60510 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
BELLEVILLE IL 
HEAP DEBORAH K 62221 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
KEMP JEANNE MARIE 62221 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
PERRY VANESSA LYNNE 62221 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
SCHWALB CRAIG DAVID 62223 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
SLACK SHEILA R 62221 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
BELVIDERE IL 
DAVIDSON KURT A 61008 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
HURSH TRACEY L 61008 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
BERWYN IL 
DRISCOLL KRISTEN D 60402 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
BETHALTO IL 
SMITH TABITHA MARIE 62010 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
BETHANY IL 
MANHART MELANIE A 61914 MASTER OF SCIENCE 
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BERNER TODD MICHAEL 61701 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
CARR BRIAN THOMAS 61704 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
PHILLIPS JENNIFER S 61704 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
NEWLENO)( 
~llt:JE ISLtsNB IL ~4.51 
PELOQUIN CHRISTINE L BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
PELOQUIN CHRISTINE L e94* BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
BOLINGBROOK IL 
NOWIK ERIC THOMAS 60440 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
BONNIE IL 
WILLIAMS TRACI D 62816 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
BOURBONNIAS IL 
PARDY TRINITY LYNN 60914 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
BRADLEY IL 
MASON LORI ANN 60915 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
BRAIDWOOD IL 
ZAPOTOCKY JUSTIN F 60408 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
ZAPOTOCKY MEAGAN 60408 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
BRIDGEPORT IL 
GAITHER TONY RAY 62417 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
HAWKINS RANDY W 62417 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
BROCTON IL 
BANGE ADAM MICHAEL 61917 MASTER OF SCIENCE 
BRONX NY 
HOSSAIN MOHAMMAD D 10472 MASTER OF ARTS 
BROOKFIELD IL 
MORELLO JEFF JOHN 60513 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
BROWNSTOWN IL 
PIERCE KATHY DIANE 62418 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
BUFFALO IL 
RICHARDS RONALD D 62515 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
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RICHARDS RONALD D 62515 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
BUFFALO GROVE IL 
NOWICKI KELLIE E 60089 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
YABLON DANA LYNN 60089 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
BUNKER HILL IL 
BEILSMITH DONNA LYNN 62014 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
BURR RIDGE IL 
CRAWFORD KRISTAN JOY 60521 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
SVATOS SONDRA A 60521 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
CAHOKIA IL 
NUCKLES MICHELLE D 62206 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
CALUMET CITY IL 
WELLMAN GREGG M 60409 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
WOLFE GENE MICHAEL 60409 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
CAMARGO IL 
GOMES LUCIANA P 61919 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
WEIMAN DEBORAH G 61919 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
WETZEL STEPHANIE R 61919 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
CARBONDALE IL 
MEADER FRANCES H 62901 MASTER OF ARTS 
CARMI IL 
SAUNDERS AMY E 62821 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
CARPENTERVILLEIL 
BIXLER MARY A 60110 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
CARY IL 
KRUEGER STACEY ANN 60013 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
KRUEGER STACEY ANN 60013 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
CASEY IL 
COMER TAMMY DEE 62420 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
CATLIN IL 
KERCHIEF WANDA D 61817 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
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CEDAR RAPIDS IA 
SULLIVAN PATRICK T 52405 MASTER OF SCIENCE 
CENTRALIA IL 
CALDWELL SHANNON M 62801 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
DANIELS JULIA LOUISE 62801 BACHELOR OF MUSIC 
CHAMPAIGN IL 
ARCHER ALLISON J 61821 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
BISHOP LORI L 61821 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
BOWMAN JENNIFER LYNN 61821 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
DUSSINGER ASTRID E 61821 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
GOINES DOROTHY B 61824 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
GROSKREUTZ NANETTE C 61821 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
HESS ROBIN A 61801 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
HORNER JONATHAN N 61820 MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
KUNKEL JOSEPH A 61821 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
LANG STACEY L 61826 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
MILLER PAULETTE J 61821 MASTER OF SCIENCE 
PIERCE CHRISTINE L 61820 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
SCROGUM MICHELLE R 61821 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
SMIRICKY MICHAEL F 61820 MASTER BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
SMITH KAREN MARGARET 61821 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
SMITH KAREN MARGARET 61821 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
SOMERA ORLANDO A 61821 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
WALLER TIMOTHY WAYNE 61821 MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
WICKERT MATTHEW P 61820 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
CHANNAHON IL 
MAUSOLF ALEXANDRIA K 60410 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
CHARELSTON IL 
BROWN MICHAEL DEE 61920 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
CHARLESOTN IL 
INBODEN KATHERINE J 61920 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
CHARLESTON IL 
ADAMCIK KELLY M 61920 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
ALLEN KARESA DAWN 61920 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
ANDERSON 'ANGELA R 61920 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
ANDERSON JON C 61920 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
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CHARLESTON IL 
ARMSTRONG DOUGLAS P 
BAFFORD JON K 
BARNETT PEGGY I 
BAYS BRADLEY SCOTT 
BELL AARON TREVOR 
BENGE CORY C 
BLACKBURN MATTHEW L 
BLAGG SHAWN S 
BONSETT SHERYL LYNN 
BRADDY TRACIE M 
BRADSHAW BRIAN D 
BRANDAU BECKY L 
BURBACK KIMBERLY ANN 
CAMPBELL CINDY LOU 
CARTER MELVILLE JR 
CHAMBERS JENNY E 
CHARTIER VANCE G 
COX SHIRLEY MARIE 
CUNDIFF ROBERT L 
DAILEY KARI E 
DAVIS TERRY ALAN 
DIEPHOLZ TAMI J 
DILLEY DEBORAH J 
DINNEN ROBERT W 
DINNEN ROBERT W 
DISS TERRY M 
EASTON DAVID WAYNE 
EVANS KARLA J 
FLETCHER KELLY MARIE 
GARDNER TIMOTHY G 
GERLACH KAREN ASTRID 
GUBBINS RACHEL E 
HARMON MICHELLE LYN 
HAYNES SHERI DENISE 
HEISE GRETCHEN MARIE 
HENDRICKS MARY E 
HIGGINS MICHAEL A 
HOWARTH ADAM LEE 
HOWARTH ADAM LEE 
HUMPHREY MORGAN E 
IZADI MOJGAN T 











































BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
SPECIALIST IN EDUCATION 
SPECIALIST IN EDUCATION 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
MASTER OF ARTS 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
MASTER OF ARTS 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
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KEEL SARAH LOUISE 61920 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
KUYRKENDALL ROBERT 61920 MASTER OF ARTS 
LEWIS HOLLY A 61920 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
LINDLEY BARBARA JEAN 61920 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
LITTLE REBECCA G 61920 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
LOVELADY WILLIAM R 61920 MASTER OF ARTS 
LUCZYCKI THOMAS J 61920 MASTER OF ARTS 
MAGEE KELLY ELANE 61920 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
MARCZEWSKI JOHN J 61920 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
MEHRA AMAN 61920 MASTER OF ARTS 
MESSMAN CLIFFORD A 61920 MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
MILLER JARA LEANNA 61920 MASTER OF ARTS 
MILLER ROBERT LEE 61920 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
MONTGOMERY ROBERT G 61920 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
MORGAN ANDREA E 61920 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
NAGAN MARK J 61920 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
NICHOLS MARJORIE L 61920 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
PEITZMANN CHRISTOPHE 61920 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
PERRY LEE ANN 61920 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
PROSKE ROBERT U 61920 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
RANDOLPH MARVIN C 61920 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
REID DEBORAH S 61920 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
RENDER ERIN 61920 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
RENDER ERIN 61920 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
REZNICK DOUGLAS A 61920 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
RITZ BRYAN ERIC 61920 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
ROGERS PHILIP TODD 61920 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
ROSENBERG JON ALAN . 61920 MASTER BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
SARNA MICHAEL T 61920 MASTER OF ARTS 
SEXTON THOMAS JOHN 61920 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
SHAO SUSAN X 61920 MASTER OF SCIENCE 
SKOOG TROY ARNOLD 61920 MASTER BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
SMITH RICHARD SCOTT 61920 MASTER OF SCIENCE 
STEFFEY WENDY FAY 61920 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
TAYLOR ROBERT WESLEY 61920 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
TOOSI MEHRSHID P 61920 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
TRITSCH TIMMY D 61920 MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
VASILIADOU GESTHEMAN 61920 MASTER OF ARTS 
VEGLIA THERESA M 61920 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
WALSBERG KATHRYN E 61920 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
WATSON LYNN R 61920 MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
WEBSTER MATHEW LEE 61920 BACHELOR OF MUSIC 
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WINEINGER AMY M 61920 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
YARBROUGH HEATHER E 61920 MASTER OF ARTS 
ZINNERMAN RONALD 61920 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
CHATHAM IL 
STALEY JODY LYNN 62629 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
CHESTER IL 
PLATT KRISTIN MICHEL 62233 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
PLATT KRISTIN MICHEL 62233 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
CHICAGO IL 
CATUARA MICHAEL J 60616 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
DENISIUK ELIZABETH 60634 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
DERRICK VALINDA M 60617 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
EVANS KEVIN 60619 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
GILMORE SHERESE L 60620 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
GILMORE SHERYL LYNN 60620 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
GRAY ANDREA MARIE 60629 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
JASPER ROLLAND CHRIS 60628 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
JOHNSON RANADA LYNN 60619 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
JONES DERRICK LAMONT 60643 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
KENYON KELLY LYNN 60657 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
LEWIS WENDY MARETTA 60643 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
LIU ZHONG PING 60608 MASTER BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
LOFTON BELINDA 60622 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
MADSEN LISA MARIE 60643 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
MARZULLO CHRISTINE L 60614 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
MCFARLAND JAMES E 60655 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
MCGUANE SHEILA E 60656 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
MORGAN MICHAEL JOHN 60652 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
NEARY KATHLEEN M 60655 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
NEE KELLY ELLEN 60630 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
REIDY DANIEL THOMAS 60655 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
REYNOLDS JACQUETTA A 60636 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
RIVERS DENEEDA D 60620 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
SCOTT JAQUENETTE K 60619 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
SCRUGGS RODEANA L 60628 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
SHEAHAN THOMAS JAMES 60655 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
SPANOS DIANE 60633 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
STAPLETON ELIZABETH 60643 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
STEWART LATONIA A 60644 MASTER OF SCIENCE 
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THEIL MATTHEW J 60634 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
WADE JANYCE LISA 60628 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
WARE AUDREY SHAVON 60653 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
CHICAGO HTS IL 
BIJAK KORIN E 60411 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
FINKEL LESLIE ANN 60411 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
LEES PAMELA ANNE 60411 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
CHRISMAN IL 
SMITH JENNIFER K 61924 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
CIRCLEVILLE OH 
SHAPIRO STEVEN B 43113 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
CISNE IL 
HARRINGTON JUDY KAY 62823 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
CLARENDON HLS IL 
NOVAK RACHEL JEAN 60514 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
SCARIANO JEFFREY W 60514 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
CLAY CITY IL 
ISAACS MELANIE ANN 62824 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
CLEMSON sc 
WAGNER TODD MATTHEW 29632 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
CLIFTON IL 
BLASEY DANA LYN 60927 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
CLINTON IL 
ANDERSON JULIE MARIE 61727 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
VOGEL BRIAN KEITH 61727 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
CO CLUB HILLS IL 
BUCKLEY SHAWN NICOLE 60477 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
COAL CITY IL 
STEWART JASON MARK 60416 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
TIRA MARK DONALD 60416 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
COLLINSVILLE IL 
BLOOM LISA R 62234 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
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ROSS JENNIFER FAYE 62234 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
COULTERVILLE IL 
SHUBERT AMY M 62237 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
COVINGTON IN 
STARKEY PATRICK E 47932 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
CREAL SPRINGS IL 
STEFFEY JAMES M 62922 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
CRETE IL 
FREDERICKS ROBIN L 60417 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
SCHEETZ GAYLE MARIE 60417 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
ZAJAC JOSEPH G 60417 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
CROSSVILLE IL 
CARTER BARRY EVAN 62827 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
CRYSTAL LAKE IL 
COOPER SHEA C 60012 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
NICKOSON CHARLES J 60014 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
DANVILLE IL 
APPLEBY KAREN F 61832 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
BOYER APRIL DAWN 61832 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
DUENSING PATRICIA SU 61832 MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
GUTIERREZ JUANITA S 61832 MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
HABBEN DEBRA ANN 61832 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
SATTERWHITE MARCY L 61832 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
SMITH ARNETTA 61832 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
SMITH KERI JANEL 61832 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
TUCKER JAN ELAINE 61832 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
DARIEN IL 
AYRES ROBERT D 60559 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
BERNAS ROBERT S 60561 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
JENKE EUGENE D 60559 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
LANZI PAULLETTE A 60559 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
MOCARSKI JULIE B 60559 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
DECATUR IL 
ANTONELLI DEANA M 62526 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
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BURDICK DEBORAH C 62521 MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
COOLEY VALERIE LYNN 62526 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
CRISUP ANGELA DAWN 62522 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
ECKART BRYAN DALE 62521 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
GARNER TODD BYRON 62526 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
GRACE RICHARD M 62521 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
HASKETT CARMIN DAWN 62521 MASTER OF SCIENCE 
HUFFORD SHIELA D 62521 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
JONES DENA D 62522 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
MASON RENEE LEIGH 62521 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
MUTCH THOMAS J 62522 MASTER OF SCIENCE 
RIPPLE KEVIN R 62521 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
SACHAN TERRY L 62526 MASTER OF SCIENCE 
SCOTT LORI ANN 62526 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
STIMLER MARK WILLIAM 62526 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
WAITE JOHN C 62521 MASTER OF ARTS 
WARNICK PEGGY SUE 62524 MASTER OF ARTS 
ZIMMERMAN DANA A 62526 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
DEER CREEK IL 
ACKERMAN SARA A 61733 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
DEERFIELD IL 
BOYLE MARYBETH B 60015 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
DEKALB IL 
CARLS CHAD THOMAS 60115 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
DES PLAINES IL 
BECKER BRIAN C 60016 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
DIETERICH IL 
SCHMIDT CRAIG D 62424 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
DIVERNON IL 
HORN KELLY D 62530 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
DOLTON IL 
JANOWSKI JENNIFER L 60419 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
DONOVAN IL 
ZABEL TRACI LYNN 60931 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
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DOWNERS GROVE IL 
CHECK KATHLEEN CAROL 60516 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
SORENSON DEBORAH M 60516 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
VOLODKA KARINA M 60516 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
YAVORSKI ALEX JOHN 60515 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
ZROUT AMANDA MARIE 60515 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
DUNDEE IL 
DOLENSKY KATHY M 60118 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
WALSH KRISTA RAE 60118 MASTER BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
DUQUOIN IL 
BATES AUDREY LEIGH 62832 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
DWIGHT IL 
MILLER JEFFREY KEITH 60420 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
E ST LOUIS IL 
CROW DEBRA DENISE 62203 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
MILLER PERRY A 62204 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
SPEARMAN ARONDA N 62203 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
E. PEORIA IL 
ELBERT JANINE MARIE 61611 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
EAST PEORIA IL 
DEARMAN SCOTT G 61611 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
KNAPP HEIDI C 61611 MASTER OF SCIENCE 
LESTER TODD ALLEN 61611 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
EDELSTEIN IL 
ISAACSON JOHN E 61526 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
EDGEWOOD IL 
KUHNS BRIAN SHAWN 62426 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
EDINBURG IL 
JONES KENNETH D 62531 MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
EDWARDS IL 
OTTO MICHELLE LYNN 61528 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
EFFINGHAM IL 
BROOM JEAN MARIE 62401 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
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DIEBEL MICHELLE LEE 62401 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
ELVING CRISTY ANNE 62401 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
GRINESTAFF DIANA K 62401 MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
HOLEMAN LILA SUE 62401 MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
JAMISON LAURIE A 62401 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
KOESTER DALE A. 62401 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
LUSTIG DAVID C 62401 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
MUELLER DANIEL MARK 62401 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
PATTERSON LISA DAWN 62401 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
SEMAN LEA ANN 62401 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
SHOUSE ANGELA C 62401 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
SMITH MYRNA R 62401 MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
ZERRUSEN JULIE L 62401 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
ELBURN IL 
TYRER AMY EVELYN 60510 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
ELGIN IL 
BEHNKE JEFFREY ALAN 60123 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
SKELTON JAMES M 60120 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
THOMPSON JULIE LYN 60123 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
WILSON CANDY RENE 60120 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
ELMHURST IL 
FEIGN JANETTE MARIE 60126 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
MENESES ANTHONY ERIC 60 126 MASTER OF ARTS 
MONROE ANN E 60126 MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
ELPASO IL 
ARMSTRONG KRISTIE S 61738 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
ERIE IL 
MYERS LAURIE JEAN 61250 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
EXCELSIOR SPGSMO 
MATTHEWS ROBERT ALAN 64024 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
FAIRFIELD IL 
ALLISON CHERYL 62837 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
FAIRMOUNT IL 
VOORHEES KRISTIN L 61841 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
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FAIRVIEW HTS IL 
MCCLINTON LAWRENCE K 62208 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
FARINA IL 
KRAMER LEON E 62838 MASTER OF SCIENCE 
MCGUIRE STEPHANIE L 62838 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
FINDLAY IL 
SADDORIS CRAIG ALLEN 62534 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
SADDORIS CRAIG ALLEN 62534 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
FLORA IL 
BRYDEN JENNIFER LYNN 62839 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
ESTHEIMER CHERYL 62839 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
MARKHAM DORIS J 62839 MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
SEFTON CHRISTINE A 62839 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
FLORISSANT MO 
DALTON KIMBERLEY ANN 63033 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
FORD HE IGHTS IL 
POWELL MARILYN L 60411 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
FRANKFORT IL 
BOHNE TRACY LYNN 60423 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
MYERS CHRISTIAN PAUL 60423 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
FREEBURG IL 
KLANN STEVEN M 62243 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
FT COLLINS co 
KNOTT DAN VINCENT 80521 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
GAYS IL 
GASS MICHAEL D 61928 MASTER OF SCIENCE 
GENESEO IL 
AMANS DERON PAUL 61254 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
GENEVA IL 
PINTSAK STEVEN PAUL 60134 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
GEORGETOWN IL 
HUTSON LAURA ANN 61846 MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
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WALLACE KEVIN JAMES 61846 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
GIBSON CITY IL 
MARTIN DARRELL D 60936 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
OZEE CHARLES K 61936 MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
GLENDALE HTS IL 
HELMS MATTHEW T 60139 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
GLENVIEW IL 
MCCARTHY SUSAN L 60025 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
NEUMANN PAUL JAY 60025 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
GLENWOOD IL 
KULCHAWICK JENNIFER 60425 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
GODFREY IL 
ERTHAL JULIE JEAN 62035 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
RETZER SHERMAN M 62035 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
GOODFIELD IL 
HOHULIN KRISTY MARIE 61742 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
GRANITE CITY IL 
SWANSON SCOTT ALLAN 62040 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
GRANT PARK IL 
SWANSON TRACY MARIE 60940 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
GRAYSLAKE IL 
KREMER KARYN ANN 60030 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
GRAYVILLE IL 
HALL REBECCA KAY 62844 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
GREENUP IL 
GARRETT CELESTE M 62428 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
GURNEE IL 
FLEMING COLETTE N 60031 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
HAMILTON ONTARIO 
RASO DINO NUNZIO 99999 MASTER BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
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BURGENER MARCIA C 61929 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
MORTHLAND DARLA DEE 61929 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
HANOVER PARK IL 
FINN HEATHER CHRISTY 60103 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
LAMMI MICHELE LYNN 60103 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
TROTTIE LESHA NICOLE 60103 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
HARLINGEN TX 
HALL MARGARET M 78550 MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
HAZEL CREST IL 
MCNAMARA MICHAEL A 60429 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
HERSCHER IL 
TOBEY JANA MARIE 60941 BACHELOR OF MUSIC 
HEYWORTH IL 
MCCUBBINS SCOTT A 61745 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
MILLER MICHELLE LYNN 61745 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
HICKORY HILLS IL 
MCCUE PAUL FREDERICK 60457 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
POLLARD SCOTT THOMAS 60457 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
HICKORY HLLS IL 
DINGELS JILL ELLEN 60457 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
HIGHLAND IL 
TEBBE AARON L 62249 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
HIGHLAND PARK IL 
MEYERSON TIFFANY JOY 60035 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
HILLSBORO IL 
KULL KIMBERLY ANN 62049 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
HINDSBORO IL 
AGAN CHAD RAMSEY 61930 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
HINSDALE IL 
THOMAS CHRISTIANE M 60521 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
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HOFFMAN ESTS IL 
DOLEZAL BRETT ANDREW 60195 MASTER OF SCIENCE 
HOMEWOOD IL 
OLIVER MICHAEL ROSS 60430 MASTER OF ARTS 
HOOPESTON IL 
BURKETT ROD B 60942 MASTER BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
HORICON WI 
MEYER KARI ANN 53032 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
HUDSON NH 
RIDGWAY ANGELA JEAN 03051 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
HUEY IL 
PETREA CHRISTINA L 62252 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
HUMBOLDT IL 
HARR ARCHIE ROLAND 61931 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
HUM BOLT IL 
AKERS CARMEN MELIA 61931 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
HUNTINGBURG IN 
GRESS STANLEY GERALD 47542 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
INA IL 
BIGLEY THOMAS ALLEN 62846 SPECIALIST IN EDUCATION 
INDIANAPOLIS IN 
KORTHALS SHERRY S 46208 MASTER OF ARTS 
ITASCA IL 
LOMONACO LYNN MARIE 60143 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
SANTELLI ROSE MARIE 60143 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
JACKSONVILLE IL 
ANKROM LEZLEY LYNN 62650 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
HAWRYSZ DONALD C 62650 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
JERICO SPRGS MO 
PFORTMILLER MICHELLE 64756 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
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JAMES TRAVIS LEE 62436 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
JOLIET IL 
DEAN KARLA SUE 60435 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
DEAN KARLA SUE 60435 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
JASPER HEATHER MARIE 60435 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
SUMMIT CYNTHIA L 60432 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
TOBIN JASON MICHAEL 60436 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
KANSAS IL 
MARTIN ANNE MARIE 61933 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
PEEBLES CATHY MARIE 61933 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
KAOHSIUNG TW zz 
YAO FUCHUAN 00000 MASTER BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
KAWANISHI JPN 
YOKOYAMA KEIKO 66601 MASTER OF ARTS 
KEWANEE IL 
ANDERSON JAMES ALAN 61443 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
KEYESPORT IL 
BLANKENSHIP DANIEL T 62253 MASTER OF SCIENCE 
KILLEEN TX 
HASS CORINNE NICOLE 76543 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
KINCAID IL 
HOWARD KRISTIN L 62540 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
LAGRANGE IL 
SERBICK RAYMOND G 60525 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
LAGRANGE PK IL 
HARMON ANDREW THOMAS 60525 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
LANSING IL 
BUSS STEVE MICHAEL 60438 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
LAWRENCEVILLE IL 
CREECH JAMES J 62439 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
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HOLSCHER MARY ANN 62439 BACHELOR OF MUSIC 
HOSKINSON JOYCE A 62439 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
KOCHER ROSELENE M 62439 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
LEMONT IL 
SCHLUETER AMY JO 60439 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
SCHLUETER AMY JO 60439 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
LERNA IL 
RARDIN BILL JACK JR 62440 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
LIBERTYVILLE IL 
WILHELM PATRICK A 60048 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
LINCOLN IL 
PLESE LISA MARIE 62656 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
LINCOLNSHIRE IL 
LEMKE STEVEN JOHN 60069 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
LINCOLNWOOD IL 
JOHNSON NANCY A 60646 MASTER OF SCIENCE 
LISLE IL 
ETZKORN MICHAEL T 60532 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
HELTON CONNIE JEAN 60532 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
KUHN CHRISTA LYNN 60532 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
SALEH ABER NADIM 60532 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
LITCHFIELD IL 
LANGEN SCOTT MICHAEL 62056 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
LAWLESS MELISSA KAY 62056 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
LOCKPORT IL 
MARKIEWICZ SHANNON L 60441 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
YANKOVICH DEANA M 60441 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
LOMBARD IL 
BAKER SAM D 60148 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
BRIGGS KARI ANN 60148 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
GLAZIER THEODORE W 60148 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
ROMAN KIM MICHELLE 60148 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
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SCHWIER ROBERT J 60148 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
LOSTANT IL 
STEPHENS BENJAMIN A 61334 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
LOUISVILLE IL 
IKEMIRE DONNA J 62858 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
KLITZING JESSE D 62858 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
MCMAHON KAREN J 62858 MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
STANFIELD MICHAEL L 62858 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
LOVINGTON IL 
FAIR MICHELLE DAWN 61937 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
SUFORNA TRACIE A 61937 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
LUDLOW IL 
RIPBERGER THOMAS A 60949 MASTER OF SCIENCE 
LYONS IL 
SULLIVAN PATRICK R 60534 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
MACON IL 
CUMMINGS MONICA LEE 62544 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
MAHOMET IL 
COLCLASURE JOHN C 61853 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
ELMER ANGELIA K 61853 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
MURRELL KYLE F 61853 MASTER OF SCIENCE 
PRAHL ANTHONY JAMES 61853 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
MANTENO IL 
CYRIER STEVEN JAMES 60950 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
MARGATE FL 
MEYER KEN M 33063 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
MARION IL 
SHAW MELISSA CAROL 62959 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
MARSHALL IL 
DAVIDSON JENNIFER J 62441 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
PELLUM RODNEY V 62441 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
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SPINNER CRAIG M 62441 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
MARTINSVILLE IL 
BENNETT PATRICIA E 62442 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
REEDS LORI SUZANNE 62442 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
TONER KARl ELAINE 62442 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
MARTINTON IL 
LEMENAGER TONYA R 60951 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
MASCOUTAH IL 
JUNKER JODI KRISTINE 62258 MASTER OF SCIENCE 
MACEY KIMBERLY JO 62258 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
TORRES CHRISTOPHER C 62258 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
MASON IL 
BOWLIN DEBORAH M 62443 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
KROENLEIN JENNIFER A 62443 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
TRAUB KIMBERLY KAY 62443 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
MATTOON IL 
ALDRICH RANDY S 61938 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
DOEHRING CHRISTOPHER 61938 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
DOEHRING CHRISTOPHER 61938 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
GESELL KELLY ANN 61938 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
HENDERSON MERRIE JO 61938 MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
HITE DEBORAH A 61938 MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
MEEKS JUDITH LYNN 61938 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
PACKER BRIAN LEE 61938 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
PRICE SUSAN MARIE 61938 MASTER BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
RAPPE MARTIN JOSEPH 61938 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
ROBINSON ERIC DEAN 61938 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
SAMSON TRACY LYNN 61938 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
SHORT KATHY JO 61938 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
SHRIVER JOHN EDWARD 61938 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
STATON JENNIFER S 61938 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
STRONG KIMBERLY S 61938 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
STRONG SHERI LYNN 61938 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
WHITE KAY ELLEN 61938 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
WIRICK DULCY DIANNE 61938 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
WRIGHT LONNIE JAY 61938 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
MAZON IL 
WILLS KRISTIN RENEE 60444 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
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MASULUNES CAROL L 60050 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
MCALEXANDER TONY R 60050 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
MCGEE KEVIN W 60050 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
MORGAN CRAIG DARREN 60050 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
MEDINAH IL 
BROWN KAREN L 60157 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
MELROSE IL 
SKUJA BRIAN M 60160 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
MERRIONETTE PKIL 
CASTRO JOSEPH A 60655 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
METAMORA IL 
BURDETTE BRETT ALAN 61548 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
M.ETROPOLIS IL 
WILHELM THOMAS JAMES 62960 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
METTAWA IL 
MARQUART MATTHEW T 60048 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
MIDLOTHIAN IL 
DURKIN PATRICIA ANN 60445 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
MILLSTADT IL 
BAUER TIMOTHY M 62260 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
MARLEN MICHAEL D 62260 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
MINONK IL 
CIRKS JEREMY R 61760 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
MOLINE IL 
LOETE JANELLE K 61265 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
MOMENCE IL 
CLEM ANDREW 60954 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
FERDINAND JULIE D 60954 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
STEPHENS STEPHANIE L 60954 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
MONTICELLO IL 
MANINT HEATHER A 61856 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
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SOWA ZACHARY LEE 61856 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
MONTROSE IL 
WESTJOHN ALICIA M 62445 MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
MORRIS IL 
CARLSON JENNIFER LEE 60450 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
CHAMBERLAIN WILLIAM 60450 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
CRAIG LAURA E 60450 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
HEAP JILL LYNN 60450 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
MORTON IL 
KEENAN BRIAN M 61550 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
MORTON GROVE IL 
LASCHINSKI BETH D 60053 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
MOWEAQUA IL 
BRANYAN JOHN E 62550 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
MT CARMEL IL 
HARRIS TRAVIS ALLEN 62863 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
VEIHMAN JULIE C 62863 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
MT PROSPECT IL 
BLAZEK DAVID ALAN 60056 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
KOZIOL AMY L 60056 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
RODIS ALVIN BRIAN 60056 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
MT VERNON IL 
BROWN ROBERT L JR 62864 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
CARDENAS ELIZABETH M 62864 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
DAVIS WENDY L 62864 MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
KRUEP STACEY LAYNE 62864 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
PARKER KEVIN RAY 62864 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
RIGHTNOWAR SCOTT A 62864 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
MT ZION IL 
BURRELL MELISSA D 62549 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
SCAGGS MARY ANN 62549 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
MUNCIE IN 
SPILLMAN MOLLIE ANNE 47304 MASTER OF ARTS 
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HARTMANN STEVEN B 60060 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
NAPERVILLE IL 
CURLEY TIM A 60565 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
DAVIDSON JAMES R 60540 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
DEVITTO MICHELLE L 60565 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
DRUMMOND MICHELLE A 60564 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
KUHTER ROBERT JAMES 60540 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
WARNER DEBORAH C 60563 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
WITTWER JENNIFER M 60540 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
ZERANTE LARA E 60565 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
NASHVILLE IL 
HEMMINGHAUS BRENT A 62263 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
REU JEANNETTE LYNN 62263 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
SHEW AMY LYNN 62263 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
NEOGA IL 
CYR RACHEL MARIE 62447 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
EASTIN JEFFREY LEE 62447 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
FRITCHER STEVEN E 62447 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
GOWER PATRICIA L 62447 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
YORK ROBB SCOTT 62447 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
NEW CANTON IL 
BROWN BRENDA SUE ~ 62356 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
NEW LE~O)( (SeE PAir£ 3 
NEW YORK NY 
YUAN JUN 10027 MASTER OF ARTS 
NEWMAN IL 
ALLEN TARNE KATRINA 61942 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
ECKERTY DANA ERIC 61942 MASTER OF SCIENCE 
PRITCHARD MARY ANN 61942 MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATI ON 
NEWTON IL 
KERNER RUTH ANN 62448 MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
NILES IL 
GAWRONSKI TODD B 60648 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
PALMQUIST MELISSA L 60714 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
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WOLFF DENNIS JUSTIN 60648 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
NO AURORA IL 
ORIN JILL STEPHANIE 60542 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
NOKOMIS IL 
JOHNSON TERESA DAWN 62075 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
JOHNSON TERESA DAWN 62075 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
PORTER GREGORY ALLEN 62075 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
NORMAL IL 
COMPTON AARON ROYCE 61761 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
NUPPENAU BRADLEY J 61761 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
NORTHBROOK IL 
MARSH KRISTINE ANN 60062 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
MARSH KRISTINE ANN 60062 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
STERGIOS PAULA MARIE 60062 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
TROSSMAN DEANA ANN 60062 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
O'FALLON MO 
MATHIS GINETTE Y 63366 MASTER OF SCIENCE 
OAK FOREST IL 
FLAHERTY NANCY LYNN 60452 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
MCLAUGHLIN GEORGE S 60452 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
ODEKIRK BRIAN C 60452 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
OWCZARZAK JENNIFER L 60452 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
RANDOLPH BRYAN DAVID 60452 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
RIMMELE PAMELA JEANN 60452 MASTER OF SCIENCE 
OAK LAWN IL 
COLANTONE LISA MARIE 60453 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
MACIS MICHAEL A 60453 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
OHARE HEATHER ANN 60453 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
STJOHN PATRICK JOHN 60453 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
OAK PARK IL 
CULLNAN CHERL LYNN 60304 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
HEEZEN JENNIFER ROSE 60304 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
JACOBS BRIAN S 60302 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
JONES LISA DAWN 60301 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
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OAK PARK IL 
MOTTA ROBERT MICHAEL 60301 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
RYAN DELIA M 60304 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
SHAFT LAUREN H 60302 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
OAKLAND IL 
HOUK ANDREW WAYNE 61943 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
TABER JAMES STERLING 61943 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
OAKWOOD IL 
KEEVER KELLY ANN 61858 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
OBLONG IL 
BROOKS WILLIAM A JR 62449 · BACHELOR OF ARTS 
CATT SUSAN LYNN 62449 MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
LEGGITT BETH ANN 62449 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
MUSGRAVE JASON DAVID 62449 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
OCONEE IL 
ALLEN BETH ANN 62553 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
OFALLON IL 
HILDEBRANDT ROBIN L 62269 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
OGDEN IL 
GILLILAND ANTHONY S 61859 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
OKAWVILLE IL 
KUHLENGEL TINA LYNNE 62271 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
OLDSMAR FL 
PEIPERT JEANNIE M 34677 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
OLNEY IL 
DEIMEL NANCY JO 62450 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
GROVE LORI ANN 62450 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
NEWLIN ISABELLE 62450 MASTER OF ARTS 
REDMAN KRISTEN LYNN 62450 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
RICE SHELLEY LYNN 62450 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
SPILLMAN JANICE L 62450 MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
SWIATEK KIM MARIE 62450 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
UTLEY BARBARA LOUISE 62450 MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
ORLAND PARK IL 
BRACKEN KATHLEEN M 60462 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
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ORLAND PARK IL 
DOLPH JEFFREY A 60462 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
EBERTSCH JENNIFER I 60462 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
GRABOWSKI VICTORIA A 60462 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
LARSON TERA LYNNE 60462 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
MALIS LAURIE ANN 60462 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
ORLAND PK IL 
MALESKE KRIS M 60462 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
OTTAWA IL 
AUSSEM JAMES V 61350 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
PALATINE IL 
FLETCHER THOMAS A 60067 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
KOERNER TRACY ANN 60067 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
OBRIEN DON 0 60067 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
ROEMER CHRISTINA M 60067 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
PALESTINE IL 
ARNOLD LAURA SUE 62451 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
MCCAMMON STACIE D 62451 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
PALOS HILLS IL 
BEDELL MARK ROBERT 60465 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
PALOS HTS IL 
FRY CHRISTOPHER A 60463 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
LAMB MATTHEW P 60463 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
PANA IL 
DOTY SHEILA M 62557 MASTER BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
PEITZMANN MICHAEL L 62557 BACHELOR OF MUSIC 
PARIS IL 
BRANN JANINE LOUISE 61944 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
DUNN BRETT THOMAS 61944 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
NORRIS ERIC MICHAEL 61944 BACHELOR OF MUSIC 
NORRIS KELLY JO 61944 MASTER OF ARTS 
PARK FOREST IL 
BERGIN MICHAEL JAMES 60466 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
MCMAHAN KALON REED 60466 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
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PARK FOREST IL 
SHERIDAN STEPHEN C 60466 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
WITT DEBRA ANN 60466 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
PARK RDG IL 
HERMANN JILL JOAN 60068 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
PARK RIDGE IL 
JOHNSEN ERIC ALLEN 60068 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
PAWNEE IL 
NEISLER MARY KAY 62558 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
PAXTON IL 
GREEN JOHN GALE 60957 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
HOFER CANDI LYNN 60957 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
PEKIN IL 
VEST ERIN LEIGH 61554 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
PEORIA IL 
DALY MICHAEL PAUL 61614 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
DANILIUK JODY ANN 61614 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
DONAHUE AMY C 61604 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
GILLETTE SCOTT R 61615 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
MATARELLI MARK J 61614 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
MILLER PAULA JANE 61603 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
MONGE MARK RICHARD 61615 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
MOSES SHANNON MARIE 61614 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
PFEIFER CHAD WILLIAM 61614 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
SALTZMAN SCOTT M 61615 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
STEPHENS ANDREA M 61615 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
SURMEIER TAMARA M 61615 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
TYRE DANIEL STEPHEN 61604 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
WARD GREGORY LEE 61614 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
WYETH JENNIFER D 61614 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
PEOTONE IL 
PETERSON KENNETH A 60468 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
WOOD CYNTHIA ANN 60468 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
PERU IL 
ANDERSEN WENDY KAY 61354 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
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HOGAN KELLY LYNN 61354 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
PESOTUM IL 
ADAMS TIMOTHY DALE 61863 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
PHILO IL 
EWERKS KRISTA DAWN 61864 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
MIEBACH JOHN LOUIS 61864 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
PINCKNEYVILLE IL 
ASHBROOK GINA LYNN 62274 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
HAGENE BRIAN RAY 62274 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
PONTIAC IL 
OCEAN LISA G 61764 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
POTOMAC IL 
ALLISON BRADY M 61865 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
PRINCEVILLE IL 
GILLES CHAD M 61559 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
PROSPECT HTS IL 
ALCALA DAWN C 60070 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
QUANTICO VA 
THOMPSON DEANETTE 22134 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
RANTOUL IL 
ELLIOTT KEVIN LESLIE 61866 MASTER OF ARTS 
FLEMING DWIGHT W 61866 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
PARTON WILLIAM C JR 61866 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
PRESTON RICHARD D 61866 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
STUBBLEFIELD JAMES M 61866 MASTER OF SCIENCE 
WURL VICKY LYNN 61866 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
RAYMOND IL 
SNYDER TONYA DONETTE 62560 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
RED BUD IL 
MOLL LESLIE ANN 62278 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
REDMON IL 
NEWCOMER REBECCA K 61949 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
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RICHTON PK IL 
TAYLOR RONELLA P 60471 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
WILLOUGHBY JAMES A 60471 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
RIDGE FARM IL 
HAMM RITA LEE 61870 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
RIVER FOREST IL 
CASTEN MICHAEL C 60305 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
PONZIO CHRISTA M 60305 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
WALSH KEVIN P 60305 MASTER OF ARTS 
RIVERDALE IL 
MORO JENNIFER ANNE 60627 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
RANDLE SHALONDA R 60647 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
RIVERSIDE IL 
GROVE TERRY EDWARD 60546 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
RIVERTON IL 
SMITH JENNIFER LYNN 62561 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
TYSON HEATHER M 62561 MASTER OF SCIENCE 
ROBINSON IL 
BEAUCHAMP SANDRA J 62454 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
BIRCH VICKI FERN 62454 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
BURNESON SUZANNE 62454 MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
GARRARD MICHAEL LEE 62454 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
ORMSBY LYLE KEVIN 62454 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
TENNYSON ERIC OMAR 62454 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
TRACY SHEILA LYNN 62454 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
WAMPLER BRENDA K 62454 MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
WONG JEFFREY KEVIN 62454 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
WORMAN BRYAN EDWARD 62454 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
ROCHESTER IL 
FITZGERALD CURT A 62563 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
ROCKFORD IL 
BOWEN JENNIFER L 61107 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
CROOKS AMY 61107 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
FUNK ANDREA LYNN 61107 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
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MADDEN CYNTHIA MARIE 61107 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
SMITH MICHAEL 61103 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
WEIGAND PAULA LYNN 61107 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
ZANELLO KAREN LEE 61107 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
ROLLING MOWS IL 
BYRNE DANIEL T 60008 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
DARMAN KEVIN JOHN 60008 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
ROLLINGS M.DWS IL 
BRADY FIONA M 60008 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
ROSCOE IL 
PARRY MELISSA SHEA 61073 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
ROSSVILLE IL 
TRACY MELANIE DAWN 60963 MASTER OF SCIENCE 
S ELGIN IL 
MAHLMAN LAURIE E 60177 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
SALEM IL 
BROWN KATRINA MARIE 62881 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
BURLEYSON JAMES R 62881 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
FINK BRUCE ALAN 62881 MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
JOURDAN CARLA S 62881 MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
MCCORMACK DENISE D 62881 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
MULVANY BRENDA SUE 62881 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
RIPPY SUSAN A 62881 MASTER OF SCIENCE 
SMITH STEVEN DALE 62881 MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
WAGGONER MIRIAM A 62881 MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
SAN FRANCISCO CA 
XING YUE 94112 MASTER OF ARTS 
SAVOY IL 
FEBUARY LADAWN M 61874 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
MARTZ GEORGE MICHAEL 61874 MASTER OF SCIENCE 
PRITCHARD WILLIAM L 61874 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
SCHAMUBURG IL 
ALBERTS ERIN RACHEL 60195 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
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BARABASZ DEANNA L 60193 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
BERG LISA CHRISTINE 60193 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
CLARK KATHLEEN J 60193 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
GALANES ANNE E 60193 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
GAYNOR DANIEL W 60194 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
GUGLIOTTA JOANNE M 60193 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
MALONEY JAMES C JR 60193 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
MCCAULEY KATHLEEN A 60193 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
MESSERGES MARIA ROSE 60193 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
SCHERERVILLE IN 
VENTURELLA LYNETTE 46375 MASTER OF SCIENCE 
SHAW A.F.B. sc 
ALFONSO ALFONSO 29152 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
SHELBYVILLE IL 
KIRKSEY HEATHER M 62565 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
WILHELM BRETT LEE 62565 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
SHUMWAY IL 
ANTRIM-MONK SARAH E 62461 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
SIDELL IL 
ESTEP TIMOTHY JAMES 61876 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
SOUTH HOLLAND IL 
MANNING TIMOTHY WM 60473 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
SPRINGFIELD IL 
CODY DANNY J 62707 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
GATHARD BRADLY T 62702 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
HAYES BRIAN PATRICK 62702 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
HUTCHISON NICOLE A 62704 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
MADONIA STEPHEN B 62704 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
MARTINI DEBORAH LYNN 62703 MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
MURRAY ANN MARGWEN 62704 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
PENNINGTON SUSAN E 62704 MASTER OF ARTS 
SIMS CARLA ANNE 61903 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
SZCINSKI KIM PATRICE 62704 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
TORRICELLI STEVEN J 62705 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
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WINN BRADLEY MICHAEL 62703 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
ST ANN IL 
LONG NICOLE ANN 60964 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
ST ANNE IL 
ZUFALL RYAN RAY 60964 MASTER OF ARTS 
ST CHARLES IL 
OGBORN JENNIFER ANNE 60174 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
PROVENZANO CORY ALAN 60175 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
WATERS THOMAS ALAN 60174 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
ST JOSEPH IL 
IMMKE DAVID CHARLES 61873 MASTER OF SCIENCE 
ST LIBORY IL 
BEHRMAN ANTHONY B 62282 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
ST. CHARLES IL 
HARRISON JOEL ROBERT 60174 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
STAUNTON IL 
OTT MELINDA KAY 62088 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
OTT MELINDA KAY 62088 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
STEGER IL 
PELOCK MICHELLE K 60475 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
ZIMMER BRIAN ALAN 60475 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
STEWARDSON IL 
BROWN DONNA ROSE 62463 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
WARNER NINA ELIZABET 62463 MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
STRASBURG IL 
GIERTZ TONYA S 62465 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
STREAMWOOD IL 
FELVEY ERIN MARIE 60107 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
SULLIVAN IL 
CONNOR SUSAN L 61951 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
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CUMMINS JENNIFER L 61951 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
DENTON KATHY L 61951 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
KIRK AARON WILSON 61951 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
KIRK AARON WILSON 61951 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
STENGER DIANA LEA 61951 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
TYPER DONALD EUGENE 61951 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
WAELDE MARK C 61951 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
WORKMAN MEL C 61951 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
TAMAROA IL 
WHITSON ALISON KAY 62888 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
TAYLORVILLE IL 
GIBBS MICHAEL R 62568 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
ROSE DAWN M 62568 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
THORNTON IL 
KUEMMETH CHRISTINE M 60476 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
TINLEY PARK IL 
DREZNES JENNIFER ANN 60477 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
HERNON MICHAEL P 60477 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
TINLEY PRK IL 
MCGUIRE JULIE ANN 60477 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
TOLEDO IL 
CRAIG JOHN DAVID 62468 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
DOSS MARILYN R 62468 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
TREMONT IL 
SCHURTER JEFFREY B 61568 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
TUSCOLA IL 
CHAPLIN CATHY ANN 61953 MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
COOPER BALERY J 61953 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
DAY SCOTT LEE 61953 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
LAMB JAHI MARIE 61953 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
MCGEE BRANDY PATRICE 61953 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
ZAHM HARK EUGENE 61953 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
UNIVERSITY PRKIL 
CALDWELL LATANYA H 60466 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
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BRYANT STEVEN E 61801 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
BUTLER PAUL LOUIS 61801 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
CATES RITA M 61801 MASTER OF SCIENCE 
COOPER SANDRA J 61801 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
HASTINGS JAY B JR 61801 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
IRICK MARGARET JILL 61801 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
KARLBERG BETSY LOU 61801 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
KOBEL MICHAEL E 61801 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
MCLAUGHLIN DOROTHY A 61801 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
UTICA IL 
SKOOG ANDREW FOSTER 61373 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
VANDALIA IL 
WELL KIMBERLY DAWN 62471 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
VERNON HILLS IL 
MARSHALL JENNIFER A 60061 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
VERONA IL 
FINCH SHAWNA MARIE 60479 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
VILLA GROVE IL 
HOWARD TINA LOUISE 61956 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
VIRDEN IL 
LAMB BARRY PHILIP 62690 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
PROEFROCK SHANNON 62690 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
W SALEM IL 
ROOT CURTIS OWEN 62476 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
WARRENSBURG IL 
HURELBRINK ERIC M 62573 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
MOONEY ELIZABETH R 62573 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
MOONEY MARTIN M 62573 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
WASHINGTON IL 
LAFOND RON PAUL 61571 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
WATERLOO IL 
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FLETTER MARK EDWARD 60085 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
WAVERLY IL 
LYMAN ROBERT 62692 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
WAYNE CITY IL 
CHOATE LAMAR L 62895 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
WELLINGTON IL 
MORGENROTH JOHN J 60973 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
WEST BLEND WI 
FRANCIS HILARY ANN 53095 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
WEST DUNDEE IL 
MAGGIO ELIZABETH A 60118 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
WESTVILLE IL 
BARNES JENNIE LEE 61883 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
LARY DEBORAH K 61883 MASTER OF SCIENCE 
WATSON JUDITH A 61883 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
WHEATON IL 
BINDER BRIAN EDWARD 60187 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
KIEL AMY KATHLEEN 60187 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
WARD MARYCAROL 60187 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
WHEELER IL 
HAARMAN BRENT LEE 62479 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
WHEELING IL 
VELEZ MONICA JEAN 60090 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
WHITE HEATH IL 
MAY RITA M 61884 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
NELSON TAMMY M 61884 MASTER OF SCIENCE 
WILDWOOD IL 
FOSTER THOMAS M 60030 BACHELOR OF MUSIC 
WILLOW SPRGS IL 
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CUDA SHAWN MICHAEL 60514 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
OLSICK CARA LYNN 60521 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
WILMETTE IL 
BOYER MIKE CHARLES 60091 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
WILMINGTON IL 
ROBBINS SUSAN MARIE 60481 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
WINTER PRK co 
LAZZELL DONNA J 80482 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
WINTHROP HRBR IL 
BROWN LIANE MARIE 60096 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
WOOD RIVER IL 
ANDERSON PATRICK J 62095 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
EHRGOTT JILL NOEL 62095 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
WOOD DALE IL 
CARON BETH COLLEEN 60191 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
WOODRIDGE IL 
CAMPBELL LAURA M 60517 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
SIMPSON VALERIE J 60517 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
WOODSTOCK GA 
CURRY DAWN TRICIA 30188 BACHELOR OF ARTS 
YATES CITY IL 
ROGERS CATHERINE L 61572 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
YORKVILLE IL 
MORGANEGG JAMIE C 60560 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
ZION IL 
DEBENNETTE ROBERT P 60099 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
